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THIS ARTICLE investigates the relationship between the types of Morse-Smale flows 
which exist on a given manifold and the topology of that manifold. It is a now 
classical result that a Morse function f on a manifold M gives rise to a CW 
decomposition of that manifold with one cell for each critical point of f. 
In this article we formalize this correspondence and show it holds in the more 
general context of Morse-Smale flows with closed orbits corresponding to a pair of 
cells attached in one of two ways. More importantly, we use these ideas to investigate 
the set of orbits connecting two rest points (or closed orbits) p and 4; that is, the set 
of orbits asymptotic to p in forward time and 9 in negative time. One of the main 
results is that if there are no “intermediate” rest points or closed orbits (i.e. 
W’(q) fI W”(p) contains no basic sets other than p and 9) then set of orbits 
connecting p to q admits a cross section by a framed submanifold N of W”(p) called 
the connecting manifold between p and q. Moreover in $3 we show the following 
relationship with the CW decomposition of A4 associated to the flow. 
THEOREM. If p and q are rest points of a Morse-Smale pow as above and N is the 
connecting manifold between them then the framed manifold N corresponds via the 
Pontryagin-Thorn construction to the homotopy class of the relative attaching map of 
the cells corresponding to p and q in the CW decomposition associated with the flow. 
Thus the CW complex associated to a Morse-Smale flow gives a fairly good 
picture of the dynamics of that flow including how many rest points or closed orbits 
there are of each index as well as which pairs of these basic sets have orbits running 
between them. While for arbitrary rest points p, q the orbits flowing between them 
may not admit a cross section by a compact manifold, the theorem above asserts that 
there is such a connecting manifold if there are no intermediate rest points or closed 
orbits and this is enough to determine the relation q s p (there exist orbits flowing 
from p to q) since this is known to be a transitive relation. 
The picture of the flow given by the associated CW complex contains much more, 
however, since the connecting manifolds (which must be II-manifolds) are determined 
at least up to framed cobordism. Hopefully other geometric properties of the flow can 
be determined from the associated CW complex; e.g. the way two connecting 
manifolds link in a sphere S”(p) C W”(p) is presumably reflected in the cohomology 
ring of the CW complex. 
In view of the above remarks it is natural to ask whether a CW complex Y 
homotopy equivalent to a manifold A4 is the complex associated to some Morse- 
Smale flow on M. It is this question which 94 below addresses and Theorem 4.4 gives 
sufficient conditions applicable to a large class of CW complexes for this to be the 
case. 
Thus the theme of this article is that to ask what kinds of Morse-Smale flows exist 
on a given manifold is much the same as asking what kinds of CW decompositions 
does the manifold admit. 
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$1. BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS 
Morse-Smale flows on smooth compact manifolds are roughly those flows which 
exhibit only two relatively simple types of recurrent behavior-periodic closed orbits 
and rest points which are of hyperbolic type. They have been studied by several 
authors. In particular Smale and Palis [ 141 showed that they are structurally stable. The 
Morse-Smale flows are a large class which is open in the C’ topology, and also a class 
whose study has led to insights into the structure of flows. with more complicated 
recurrent behavior. 
A closed orbit y of a flow & on M is said to be hyperbolic provided the tangent 
bundle of A4 restricted to y, TM, is the sum of three 04, invariant bundles 
EC @ E” @ E’ such that 
(1) E’ is spanned by the vector field X tangent to the flow. 
(2) There are constants C, A > 0 such that ]]D#+(v)/ z Ce”‘l(YI( for v E E”, t z 0 and 
II@&(V)11 5 C- ‘e-*‘((yll for v E E’, t z 0, where ]I 1) is some Riemannian metric. 
A rest point x for a flow @I is called hyperbolic provided TM, = E” @ E’ and the 
inequalities of (2) are valid for uE” or E’. 
The stable and unstable manifolds of a hyperbolic closed orbit y are defined by 
V(y) = {xld(&x, &y> --, 0 as t -+ - 30 for some y E y} 
W’(y) = {x(d(&, &y) -+ 0 as t -+ m for some y E y}, 
where d is a metric on M. These are injectiveiy immersed copies of the vector 
bundles E” or E’, [19]. For a rest point x the stable and unstable manifolds W’(x) and 
W”(x) are defined analogously. 
(1.1) Definition. The inde.u of a hyperbolic closed orbit or rest point is defined to be 
the fiber dimension of the bundle E”. A closed orbit is called twisted if the bundle E” 
is unorientabie and otherwise is called untwisted. 
A point x of M is called chain recurrent [3] for the flow 4, provided that for any T, 
E > 0 there are points -xi E M and real numbers ti > T, i = O,l, . . . , n, such that 
x = ~0 = X, and d(&,x;, xi+,) < E. 
The set of ail chain recurrent points R is a compact invariant set of the flow, if M 
is compact. 
(1.2) Definition. A smooth flow d, on M is called Morse-Smale if (a) the 
chain-recurrent set R of & consists of a finite number of hyperbolic closed orbits and 
hyperbolic rest points, and (b) the unstable manifold of any closed orbit or rest point 
has transversal intersection with the stable manifold of any closed orbit or rest point. 
If X is the vector field generating a Morse-Smaie flow then a result of K. 
Meyer[8] says that there exists a Lyapunou function f: A4 + R for X; that is a 
function satisfying 
(1) X(j), < 0 for ail p not a rest point or contained in a closed orbit; 
(2) df, = 0 if and only if 4 is a rest point or a point on a closed orbit. 
We will call f self-indexing if f(q) = k whenever q is a rest point of index k or on a 
closed orbit of index k. 
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We remark that one could replace (a) in the definition of Morse-Smale flow by 
(a’) All closed orbits and rest points of the flow are hyperbolic and there exists a 
Lyapunov function E. 
It is easy to see that the existence of a Lyapunov function implies that the chain 
recurrent set consists of closed orbits and rest points, so (a’) implies (a) and result 
above provides the converse. 
Morse-Smale flows are structurally stable: that is if X is Morse-Smale and X’ is a 
sufficiently small C’ perturbation of X then there is a homeomorphism h: M + M 
carrying orbits of X to orbits of X’ and preserving their orientation. Such a 
homeomorphism is called a topological conjugacy and we say X and X’ (or the 
corresponding flows) are topologically conjugate. 
(1.3) Definition. A rest point p of index k of a Morse-Smale vector field X will be 
said to be of standard form if there are local co-ordinates x,, . , xlr, y,, . . , ynek on a 
neighborhood of p such that 
on this neighborhood. 
For closed orbits we must distinguish the twisted and untwisted in establishing the 
standard forms. We also assume the manifold M is orientable. 
(1.4) Definition. An untwisted closed orbit y of index k will be said to be of 
standard form if there are local co-ordinates for a tubular neighborhood of y, 0 E S’, 
XI, . . , &, )‘I, . . , y&-l such that 
x=$+.,&+.,.+.,-j&,,$-...- a .vn-k-l - 
I k ah-k-1 
on this neighborhood 
A twisted closed orbit should have a neighborhood whose double ‘cover has 
co-ordinates and a vector field as above. More precisely let U, = S’ x D”-‘(r) where 
D”-‘(r) = {(x, y) E R’ X R”-k-‘llxl’+ /y[‘~ r} and let or be the identification space 
UJ-- where (0, xl.. . . , xk, yI,. . . , yn_k_l) is identified with (0 + 7r, -xl. x2,. . , &, 
- y,, y,, . . . , y._k_l). Note that the vector field X defined by the formula of (1.4) is 
compatible with the identification and so induces a vector field k on 0,. 
(1.5) Definition. A twisted closed orbit y of a Morse-Smale vector field will be said 
to be of standard form if there is a neighborhood of y diffeomorphic to 0, for some r 
by a diffeomorphism carrying the field to X. 
It is not true that all rest points and closed orbits of Morse-Smale flows are of 
standard form. However if we are only interested in describing the flow up to 
topological conjugacy we can assume they are as the following slight generalization of 
a result of Newhouse and Peixoto [ 121 shows. 
Proposition 1.6. If X0 is A Morse-Smale vector field then there is an arc in the 
space of smooth vector fields on M, X,, 0 5 t i 1, such that 
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(1) X, is Morse-Smale for all 0 5 t 5 1. 
(2) The rest points and closed orbits of X, are all of standard form and are 
precisely the same as the closed orbits and rest points of X0. 
Since Morse-Smale vector fields are structurally stable and the interval (0, l] is 
connected it is easy to see that X0 is topologically conjugate to X,. 
The idea of the proof of (1.6) is first to approximate X0 by a Morse-Smale vector 
field which is linear in a neighborhood of rest points and has linear first return map in 
a neighborhood of closed orbits. Then these linear vector fields and linear first return 
maps are isotoped (preserving their hyperbolicity) to the desired form to obtain the 
vector fields of (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5). The tubular families and the A lemma of [13] are 
invoked to show that the transversality condition has been preserved at each stage. 
Since the details in the case of rest points have been worked out in Lemma 2 of [12] 
we omit them here. 
$2. THE CW COlMPLEX ASSOCIATED TO A MORSE-SMALE FLOW 
In associating a CW complex to a Morse function or Morse-Smale flow we need 
an equivalence relation stronger than homotopy equivalence and weaker than 
homeomorphism, up to which the CW complex will be defined. The idea is that two 
CW complexes should be equivalent if they can inductively be built up by attaching 
corresponding cells with homotopic attaching maps. 
If e and e’ are cells of a CW complex Y, we will say that e’s e if the closure of e 
contains any part of the interior of e’. If we make this relation transitive (and denote 
the new transitive relation by 4 also) then we obtain a partial ordering on the cells of 
Y. If S is a subset of the cells of Y with the property that e E S and e’s e implies 
e’E S then the union of the cells in S forms a subcomplex of Y. In particular if e is a 
cell of Y we define the base of e, denoted Y(e), to be the smallest subcomplex of Y 
containing e. Thus Y(e) is the union of all cells e’ in Y such that e’s e. 
(2.1) Definition. Two finite CW complexes Y and Y’ will be called cell equivalent 
providing there is a homotopy equivalence h: Y -+ Y’ with the property that there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between cells of Y and cells of Y’ such that if e C Y 
corresponds to e’C Y’ then h maps Y(e) to Y’(e’) and is a homotopy equivalence of 
these subcomplexes. 
It is easy to show by induction on the number of cells that cell equivalence is an 
equivalence relation. In fact, given a cell equivalence h: Y + Y’ it is not difficult to 
construct a cell equivalence g: Y ‘+ Y which is a homotopy inverse of h. It is also 
easy to see that a cell equivalence preserves the partial order 5. 
We now wish to associate a CW complex to a Morse-Smale vector field on M, and 
hence will need the following result of Smale[l7]. 
THEOREM (Smale) 2.2. If X is a Morse-Smale vector field whose flow has rest points 
in standard form and no closed orbits, then X is the gradient with respect to some 
Riemannian metric of some self-indexing Morse function f. ,’ 
Following [lo] we shall call such a vector field a gradient-like vector field or say it 
is gradient-like with respect to f. Note it is possible for X to be gradient-like with 
respect to many different Morse functions. 
In (3.5) of [9] essentially the following result is proven. 
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THEOREM 2.3. If X is a gradient-like Morse-Smale vector field on M then there 
exists a CW complex Y, unique up to cell equivalence, and a homotopy equivalence g: 
M -+ Y such that for each rest point p of index k g( W”(p)) is contained in the base 
Y(e) of a single k-cell e. 
In this way g establishes a one-to-one correspondence between rest points of X of 
index k and k-cells of Y. Moreover, the partial order < on rest points defined by q ZG p 
if and only if W’(q) n W”(p) # C#J corresponds to the partial order 5 on the cells of 
Y. 
Proof. We follow closely the ideas of 43 of [9] where more details can be found. 
The result is valid when M has boundary provided X points inward on the boundary. 
The map g and the complex Y are defined inductively by skeleta. Choose a Morse 
function f as in (2.2) and let Mk = f-‘([0, k + l/2]). Suppose g: Mk_, -+ Yk_, has been 
defined (the definition when k - 1 = 0 being obvious). There is a deformation retrac- 
tion rk: Mk -+ Mk_, U {Di} where for each critical point pi of index k 
Di = W”(pi) fl (M - Mk-1) 
is a k disk (see (3.9) of [IO]). 
Given E > 0, rk can be chosen so that if x E Mk - Mk_, is not within E of a stable 
manifold of a rest point of index k then rk(x) is the unique point in aM,_, on the same 
orbit as x. 
Since for any two rest points p and q, W”(p) n W’(q) # 4 if and only if 
W”(p) fl W’(q) # 4 (see the remark after (8.2) of [19]), it is not difficult to show that 
there is a 6 > 0 such that for any rest points p and q W”(p) II W’(q) # 4 if and only 
if there is a point x whose orbit is within 6 of both p and q. Now form Yk by adding 
k-cells to Y,_,, one for each critical point pi of index k, with attaching maps g]JD; (as 
above). Clearly g extends to g: Mk-, U {Di}-+ Yk and hence to Mk by composing with 
the retraction rk. That the new g is a homotopy equivalence is proved as in $3 of [9]. 
By choosing the E above small with respect to 6 we can assure that for each 
x E Mk - M,_,, rk(x) is on the same orbit as x unless the orbit of x passes within 6 of a 
rest point p of index k in which case the orbit of rk(x) also passes within 6 of p. From 
this it follows that if p and q are rest points with corresponding cells e and e’ in Y, 
then e’ % e implies q I p. The implication in the other direction is immediate from the 
definitions. 
The uniqueness of Y follows from a consideration of the choices made. First the 
self-indexing Morse function is unique up to an orbit and level preserving diffeomor- 
phism of the domain M and diffeomorphism of the range R (see (3.4) and (3.13) of 
[IO]). The construction of the retractions as in (3.14) of [lo] depends only on the flow 
and the choice of local coordinates for the standard form of X near rest points. It is 
easy to see that changes in these can alter the attaching map of a cell e to Y(e) - int e 
only by a homotopy. 
We shall have further occasion to consider the partial order 5 on rest points of X 
defined (by Smale in [ 191) by q 5 p if and only if W”(p) n W’(q) # 4. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose p and q are rest points of a gradient-like Morse-Smale 
vector field X and p 2 q, but there is no rest point q’ with p 2 q’ 2 q, then there exists a 
Lyapunov Morse function f for the flow with no critical values between f(q) and f(p). 
Also if A and 3 are disjoint subsets of the rest points of X with each point of A 2 
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every point of B then a Lyapunov Morse function f can be chosen which is positive on 
A and negative on B. 
Proof. This follows immediately from repeated application of (4.1) of [lo]. 
53. CONNECTING AMNIFOLDS 
Suppose that X is a Morse-Smale vector field and f is a Lyapunov function for X. 
(3.1) Definition. If p, q are rest points for a Morse-Smale flow we will say 4 is a 
successor of p if W”(p) n W’(q) # 0 but there is no rest point or closed orbit y 
satisfying W’(p) 17 W’(y) # 0 and W”(y) II W’(q) f 0. The points p and 9 will be 
called successive. 
If p and 9 are successive rest points, f is as in (2.4) and c E R is a regular value of 
f between f(q) and f(p), we will consider V = f-‘(c) and find what part of it forms a 
cross section of the orbits running from p to 4. It is a standard result that W”(p) n V 
is a sphere of dimension one less than the index of p (see (3.9) of [lo]) which we will 
denote S”(p). Similarly S’(q) = W”(q) il V is an embedded sphere. Because W”(p) 
and W’(q) intersect transversely it is easy to see that S’(p) and S’(q) intersect 
transversely in a manifold N. Since W’(q) is contractible its normal bundle in A4 has 
a unique framing. Restricting this to N gives a framing of the normal bundle of N in 
S”(p) (because of transversality). By its definition it is clear that the framed manifold 
N is a cross-section to those orbits in W”(p) rl W’(q). Using the flow it is easy to 
show that up to diffeomorphism the framed manifold N is independent of the choice 
of f. 
(3.2) Definition. If p and 9 are successive rest points of a gradient-like Morse- 
Smale flow then their connecting manifold is the framed manifold N given as above 
by the intersection of S”(p) and S’(s) with the framing of N in S”(p) obtained by 
restricting a framing of W’(q) in M. 
We can now give the main result of this section showing the correspondence of a 
connecting manifold with the homotopy class of a relative attaching map via the 
Pontryagin-Thorn construction (see [ 1 l] for a description of this construction). Recall 
that the relative attaching map of a k-cell ek to a j-cell ei is defined to the composition 
Sk-’ = de, Z Yj -+ Yj/ Yj - int ej = Sj 
where y is the map attaching ek to the j skeleton Yj and the second map collapses 
Yj - int ej to a point. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose p and q are successive rest points of a gradient-like Morse- 
Smale flow and their connecting manifold is the framed manifold N C S”(p) C W”(p). 
If Y is the CW complex associated to the flow and cy is the relative attaching map of 
the cell in Y corresponding to p to the cell corresponding to q, the homotopy class 
corresponding to N under the Pontryagin-Thorn construction is the same as the 
homotopy class of a. 
Proof. Because the rest point 4 is in standard form there are co-ordinates xl,. . . , 
xk, Yl,. . , y,_k on a neighborhood U of q such that the vector field 
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x=~.Yi$-&-$ 
L -I 
There is a Lyapunov function f as in (2.4) which is a Morse function such that 
f(x, y) = k - C -Ti’+ C y; and we will shrink U so that 
for some small E, 6 > 0. 
Let W, = f-‘([O, k - E]) and W, = f-‘([O, k + ~1). Then there is a retraction r: 
WI-t Wo U ( U W”(qi)) where (4;) are the critical points of index k and q = 4,. 
Moreover by the construction of r (see 3.14 of [lo]) if E, 6 are sufficiently small then r 
restricted to U is given by T(X, y) = (x, 0). Let S” = W”(p) II f-‘(k + E) and let 
S’ = W’(q) n f-‘(k + E) C CJ; then since the flow is Morse-Smale S” and S’ have a 
transversal intersection N. 
Now by the construction of the associated CW complex Y the attaching map a is 
homotopic to the composition p 
, h 
S”~ W” U (U W”(qi))--* Sk 
where h collapses W, U ( U W”(qi)) to a point and Sk is the one point com- 
itl 
pactification of the disk W”(q)- W,. Because S” is transverse to S’, it is clear that q 
is a regular value of p. and that p-‘(q) = N. Also because T(X, y) = (x, 0) on U it is 
clear that the framing of N given by the normal bundle of W’(q) is the same as the 
framing obtained from p. Thus the framed connecting manifold N corresponds to the 
homotopy class of a via the Pontryagin-Thorn construction. 
If q is a successor of p for a Morse-Smale flow then of course p is a successor of 
q for the backwards flow. The connecting manifold for this flow is the same manifold 
N but with a different framing which comes from the restriction of the normal bundle 
of W”(p) (with respect to the original flow). In general these framings of N represent 
different homotopy classes: however if the manifold M is stably parallelizable then 
the two homotopy classes are stably the same. I am indebted to conversations with 
Bruce Williams for the proof of the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If p and q are successive rest points, neither of which is a source or 
sink, of a Morse-Smale flow on a compact stably parallelizable manifold M then their 
framed connecting manifold and their connecting manifold framed using the incerse 
flow determine the same stable homotopy class up to sign. 
Proof. If we construct the connecting manifold N = S’(q) f? S”(p) we have the 
following commutative diagram of embeddings with framings 
2-w 
N’ ‘M--+9 
%(Pf 
where k is very large. We thus obtain a framing of N in Sk whose homotopy class we 
wish to show is an iterated suspension of the homotopy class corresponding to N 
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framed in S’(q) (or S”(p)). Since neither p nor 4 is a source or sink the dimension of 
N is less than r = dim S’(q). Thus any two framings of S’(q) in Sk will result in the 
same framing of N in Sk (since the difference of the two framings is represented by 
an element of II,(SO(k - r)) which will restrict trivially to N since the inclusion of N 
in S’(q) is null-homotopic). If k is sufficiently large then any two embeddings of S’(q) 
are isotopic so it is possible to choose the framing of S’(q) in Sk in such a way that N 
framed in Sk will represent the suspension of the element represented by N framed in 
S’(4). Since everything said above holds equally well with S’(4) replaced by S”(p) 
the result follows. 
Given any framed manifold N in S” we can produce a Morse-Smale flow in which 
N occurs as a connecting manifold. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Given N a framed submanifold of S’, there exists an n > r, a manifold 
with boundary M and a gradient-like Morse-Smale vector field X on M pointing 
inward on the boundary with only three rest points: a sink and p and q such that q is a 
successor of p and the connecting manifold between p and q is the framed manifold 
N C S” where S’ c S” is the standard inclusion with standard framing. 
Proof. Let g’: S’+ S’ be a smooth map with q’E S’ a regular value such that 
N = g’-‘(q’) and such that the framing of N is the pull hack of a framing of 4’ in S’. 
Let g: S” + Sk be the suspension of g’ (k = It n - r) so g-‘(q’) = N C S’ C S”. M. 
Mahowald informs me that it is an easy consequence of the Kahn-Priddy theorem [20] 
that one can choose n > r so that g*(TS’), the pull back of the tangent bundle, will be 
a trivial bundle over S”. 
It is easy to construct a Morse-Smale flow on D”” x Sk which points orthogonally 
inward on the boundary and has only two critical points 4 = (0, q’) and z = (0, 2’) of 
index k and 0 and satisfies W’(q) = D”” x q’ and W’(q) = 0 x Sk -{z}. Consider now 
the embedding G: S” -+ S” x Sk = a(D”” x Sk) given by G(x) = (x, g(x)). Since at 
every point (a, b) E G(S”), the submanifold a x Sk is transverse to G(Y), it follows 
that the embedding G has trivial normal bundle. Thus we can extend G to an 
embedding G: S” x D’+ S” x Sk and use this to form a manifold M by attaching a 
handle D”” x D’ to D”” x Sk and rounding corners. Putting a vector field on this 
handle with a single hyperbolic rest point p = (0,O) E D”” x D’ of index n + 1 with 
W”(p) = D”” x 0 and matching it up with X on S” x Dk we obtain an extension of X 
to M which has the desired properties. 
Using results of $4 of [7] one can construct examples of Morse-Smale flows with 
successive rest points whose connecting manifold is an exotic sphere, and with the 
property that no change of the vector field away from critical points can make the 
connecting manifold an honest sphere. 
It is also not difficult to construct examples where the connecting manifold 
between p and q is knotted (see e.g. [15]). 
$4. BUILDING A FLOW WITH GIVEN ASSOCI.ATED CW’ COMPLEX 
We consider first a cobordism M between two manifolds V0 and V,, i.e. a manifold 
A4 with JM = V0 U V, where V0 and V, are disjoint open and closed subsets of JM. 
Suppose that f : M + [a, b] is a Morse function on W and that f-‘(a) = V,,, f-‘(b) = VI. 
Suppose also that X is a Morse-Smale flow on M gradient-like with respect to f and f 
has critical points p,, . . . , pm all of index k. Then each W”(pi) is a k disk embedded in 
M with its boundary sphere S”(pi) C VO. Choosing an orientation of W”(pi) picks a 
generator of Hk( w”(pj), S”(p;)). We will denote by [ W”(pi)] the image of this 
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generator in H,(M, V,) under the map induced by inclusion. The group H,(,M, V,) is 
isomorphic to 2 @ . . . @ Z (m summands) and the homology classes {[ W”(pi)]} form 
a basis (see $3 of [lo]). The following result due essentially to Smale [ 161 is a key step 
in our subsequent results. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose X is a Morse-Smaleflow which is gradient-like with respect to 
a Morse function f: AM” --f [a, b] with critical points p,, . . , pm all of index k, 1 I k 5 
n - 1, n 2 3 and suppose M, V, = f-‘(a) and V, = f-‘(b) are all connected. Then given 
any basis of Hk(M, V,J there is a news Morse-Smale vector field X’ gradient-like with 
respect to a new Morse function f’ such that 
(1) X’ and f’ equal X and f respectively on a neighborhood of V0 U V,, and 
(2) The function f’ has the same critical points as f. 
(3) The given basis is {[ W’(p;)l} where Wy(pi) is the unstable manifold with respect 
to the flow of X’. 
A proof of this result precisely as stated above if 2 5 k % n - 2 is given in (7.6) of 
[IO]. We indicate here the slight extra argument needed in case k = 1 or n - 1. The 
general idea is that it suffices to show a basis b,, b?, . . , b, can be replaced by b, + b2, 
b ,., . ., b,, since by repeating this type of operation and changing orientation to 
change the sign of a basis element one can arrive at the given basis. In IlO] this is 
done by altering f to f, which has the property that there is a real number c with 
f ,(p,) > c > f,(p;), 1 < i 5 m. Then if V = f-‘(c), an isotopy of V is produced which 
pushes the sphere S” = V n W”(p,) through the sphere S’(p?) = Ws(pl) n V while at 
all stages keeping S” disjoint from S’(pj) = Ws(pj) fl V for 2 < i zz m. This isotopy is 
then used to alter X on a small product neighborhood of V and it is shown that the 
desired basis change has taken place. The first step in producing the isotopy and the 
only place the hypothesis 2 5 k 5 n - 2 is used is to construct an embedding 4,: [0, 
3]-+ V such that 4,(1)E S”, b,(2)E S’(p?) and d, ([0, 31) is disjoint from S’(pi) for 
2 < i 5 m. In case k = I it is not immediately obvious this is possible since the spheres 
S’(pi) have codimension 1 in V. Nevertheless it is possible as follows: Choose an 
embedding &: [O, (5/4)] --f V such that &( 1) E S” (either point of S”) and &([O, (j/4)]) 
is disjoint from S’(pi), 2 5 i 5 m. Choose also an embedding 4,: [(7/4), 3]+ V such 
that +,(2) E S’(pz), 4,(t) E S’(pi) for 2 5 i I m and tf 2, and $([(5/4), 31) fl S” = 0. It 
suffices to show that &(5/4) and $,(7/4) can be joined by an arc in V which misses 
S” U S’(pJ U Ss(p3) U . . . U S’(p,), because then the desired embedding 4, can 
clearly be constructed. Let a: (V - G S’(pi))+ (V,, - 3 S”(pi)) be the diffeomor- 
i-1 ;=I 
phism obtained by flowing along trajectories of X. Since each S”(pi) is a O-sphere in 
V,, and V0 is connected with dim V02 2 there is an arc y(t) joining cy(&(5/4)) to 
a($,(7/4)) and disjoint from 6 S”(pi). The desired arc in V, joining 1+!~,(5/4) to 4,(7/4) 
i=l 
is given by cr-‘(y(t)). The idea here is from (8.3) of [lo]. The proof in the case 
k = n - 1 is similar (or one could use Poincare duality if M is oriented). 
THEOREM 4.2. (Smale [181). Let M be a simply connected compact manifold of 
dimension greater than five with H,(M) torsion free, then there exists a self-indexing 
Morse function on M with the rank of Hk(M) equal to the number of critical points of 
index k for each k. 
COROLLARY 4.3. [21] Suppose M is a compact manifold of dimension greater than 
five with H,(M) torsion free and n,(M) = 0. If {C k li 0 is a finitely generated free chain }“= 
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complex with Hk(C’*) 2 H,(M), then there is a self-indexing Morse function f on M 
such that Ck = H~(I% Mk_,) where ML. = f-’ ([O, k + IL!]), and such that the boundary 
dt: Ck -+ Ck-, corresponds under this isomorphism to the boundary map of the triple 
(Mk. 6,. M&2), 
Proof. For a self-indexing Morse function f on M if we let D,, = Hk(Mk. M_,) 3 2 
@ . . . @ 2 (r summands) where r is the number of critical points of index k, then {DL. 
&} is a chain complex whose homology is the homology of M (see 7.4 of [IO]). We 
will show that f can be chosen so that the chain complex C, is isomorphic to D* by 
induction on the integer R = i rank dii where dk : Ck + C&i is the boundary map. 
k=O 
If R = 0 then dk = 0 for all k and Ck = H,(C*) = Hk(M) so the Morse function 
given by (3.2) is the desired one. Suppose now the result holds for any chain complex 
C; with R(C$) = p and C* is a chain complex satisfying the hypothesis with 
R(C*) = p + 1 I 1. Choose k with rank dk# 0. Then Ck = Zk @ Ak where Z, = ker dk 
and both Z, and At are free (we are using the fact that Ci is free for all j). Now if 
Bk_I C ck_, is the image of dk then Bk_, is a direct summand of Ck-l and dk maps Al, 
isomorphically to Bk_I. Choose a basis of A,, and let a be one of its elements so 
Ak = An @ Za where & is generated by the remaining basis elements. If b = d,(a) 
then Zb is a direct summand of Bk_i and hence of Ck_, so we can write C,_, = 
ck_, @ Zb. Also note dk(&) C ck_,. If we now let ck = Z, @ & let c,_, be as above 
and let Cj = Ci for j# k, k - 1, then {c”k, dk} is a chain complex with R(C,) = p. which 
satisfies our hypothesis. Thus by the induction hypothesis we can find a self-indexing 
Morse function f such that the chain Complex Dk = Hk(tik, ii,_,) iS isomorphic t0 CL 
where n;i, = f-‘([0, k + l/z]). 
Using (8.1) of [lo] for example (or see (3.3) of [.5]) it is not difficult to alter 7 to f 
adding two critical points, p of index k and q of index k - 1, with f(p) = k, 
f(q) = k - 1. This can be done changing f only on n;i, - fik-2 and so that the old stable 
and unstable manifolds (with respect to the flow of minus the gradient using some 
metric) are unchanged. If we now let iVfi = f-‘([0, j + I]) and Di = Hi(M,, Mi-J it is 
easy to see that Dt = ci if j# k, k - 1, Dk z (?k @ Z[ W”(p)], 4-1 z ck-1 @ Z[W”(q)]. 
It is also not hard to show that dk: Dk + Dk_, satisfies d,([ W”(p)]) = [W”(q)] (see (7.3) 
of [lo]). So, in fact, there is a chain isomorphism Cj+ Dj which sends cy to 
[W”(p)] E Dk and p to [W”(q)] E Dk-,. This completes the induction step and hence 
the proof. 
For the following theorem it is important to recall that as in $2 if e and e’ are cells 
in Y we say e’s e if e’ is a cell of the smallest sub-complex of Y containing e, and 
this subcomplex Y(e) is called the base of e. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose Mis a connected and simply connected manifold of dimension 
n greater than five with H,(M) torsion free. Suppose also that Y is an n dimensional 
finite CW complex which is homotopy equivalent to M, and satisfies the following: 
(1) Y has a single O-cell and a single n-cell. 
(2) If e,, is a k-cell of Y and E, is any l-cell, 1 <k, then either the base of ek, Y(s), 
contains e, or the inequality n - 1 > 2k - 1 holds. Then there exists a gradient-like 
Morse-Smale flow on M whose associated CW complex is ceil equivalent to Y. 
Remarks. (1) The hypothesis that n 2 5 is used only in two places: first to obtain a 
minimal Morse function on M, i.e. a Morse function with pk critical points of index k 
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for all k, where pi is the kth Betti number of M and secondly to deal with l-cells. 
Thus if M admits such a Morse function, Y has no l-cells and the other hypotheses 
are satisfied, the assumption n > 5 can be removed. 
(2) There is also a version of this result when M has boundary. The hypothesis is 
the same except Y has no n-cells and the dimension of Y is less than n. The 
Morse-Smale vector field obtained will point inward on the boundary. 
(3) The hypothesis that Y has a single O-cell and a single n-cell can surely be 
considerably weakened. It seems likely that no condition at all on O-cells is necessary 
and only a mild one on n-cells (the boundary relations between n cells and (n - 1) 
cells must be dual to the boundary relations between l-cells and O-cells for a 
connected “dual” l-complex). In any case, for the purpose of understanding the kinds 
of Morse-Smale flows on M this hypothesis is not such a serious restriction since it is 
not difficult to change a flow by splitting a sink into two sinks and an index one rest 
point or to make the analogous change to increase the number of sources. 
Proof of (4.4). It is enough to produce a Morse function and gradient-like vector 
field X with the desired properties since a transversality argument (as in [IS]) allows 
US to alter X slightly away from rest points to make it Morse-Smale while keeping it 
gradient-like. 
Let Y,, denote the k-skeleton of Y and set C, = Hk(Y,, Y,_r), d, the usual 
boundary map. Then {C,, d,} is a chain complex whose homology is H*(M), so by 
(4.3) there is a self-indexing Morse function f on M such that the chain complex 
{HJM,, &,), a,} is isomorphic to {C,, d,} where Mk = f-‘(lo, k + l/21). Call this 
isomorphism of chain complexes a: C, + Hk(M,, Mk_,). By the construction of (4.3) 
we can choose (Y to induce any given isomorphism of H,(C*) to H*(M). We choose 
it so it induces h,: H,(Y)-+H,(M) where h: Y + M is a homotopy equivalence. 
We can apply (3.1) to (Mk - M,_,, f-‘(k - l/2)) to alter f and obtain a Morse-Smale 
gradient-like vector field X such that the basis {[W”(pi)]} of H,(M,, A$_,) is 
precisely the basis cu([ejk]) where {[en]} is the basis of C, given by k-cells of Y. Notice 
that this holds automatically for k = 0 and k = n since there is only one O-cell and one 
n-cell. 
Let X be the Morse-Smale vector field given above and let g: M+ Y’ be the 
homotopy equivalence constructed in (2.3) from M to the associated CW complex Y’. 
Then if C;= Hk(Y;, Y;-,) the map g restricts to a map 2: (M,, M,_,)-,(YL, Y;_,) 
which induces an isomorphism of chain complexes 
S*: Hk(Mk, M,_,)+ C;. 
We want now to obtain a cell equivalence I/I: Y + Y’. We have the isomorphism g* 
0 (Y: C,-+C; which CL should induce; i.e. this isomorphism carries the cellular basis of 
C,, to the cellular basis of CL. Thus we need to find a cellular homotopy equivalence 
from Y to Y’ which induces this map on the chain complexes. We begin by altering h 
so that h( Yk) C Mk. This can be done inductively by making h map each k-cell 
transverse to (i.e. disjoint from) each stable manifold of dimension n - k - 1 or less in 
M. It will then be the case that h( Yk) is disjoint from all stable manifolds of critical 
points of index greater than k so the flow can be used to carry h( Yk) into Mk. That is, 
we alter h by a homotopy so the new homotopy equivalence (also called h) will 
satisfy h( Y,) c Mk. 
Now by the construction of g: M -+ Y’ we have that g 0 h: Y-+ Y’ is a homotopy 
equivalence which is cellular (g(h(Yk)C Y;). The induced map (g”h),: Ck-, C; is a 
chain map which on homology induces the composition 
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Hk( Y) 2 H,(M) 4* - Hk( Y’). 
Note that the chain map S, 0 LY also induces this same map on homology. Since 
H*(M)= H*(Y) = H*(Y’) is torsion free it follows (see 10.13 of [4]) that the chain 
maps (g 0 h)* and ~,a a are chain homotopic. Starting with the map g 0 h it is not 
difficult to realize the chain homotopy by an actual homotopy to a cellular map CL,,: 
Y + Y’. That is, we can find a cellular map &: Y + Y’ homotopic to g oh such that 
g*oa = Go*: Hk(Y,, Yk-J+Hk(Y;, Y;_,) for each k. 
We now want to alter 40 skeleton by skeleton until it is a cell equivalence. Note 
that I,%,: YO+ YA is already a cell equivalence. Since Y and Y’ have only a single zero 
cell, YI and Y; are each a wedge of circles. Since t&: H,( Y,, Y,)-,H,( Y;, YO) is an 
isomorphism preserving cellular bases, there is a homeomorphism $J;: Y, + Y; sending 
the zero cell Yo to Y,$ Because Y’ and hence Yi is simply connected the maps $;: 
Y,+ Y; and I,&,: Y, + Yi are homotopic (as maps into Yi). By extending this 
homotopy to Yz then to Y,, etc., we can extend $; to all of Y in such a way that 
I);( Yk) C Yk and I),,* = IL;*: Hk(Y,, Y,_,)+ Hk( Y;, Y ;_,) for all k. We now have a cell 
equivalence on the one skeleton and proceed to the two skeleton. 
We replace the homotopy equivalence h with h’ = 20 G,: Y--f M where S: Y’+= M 
is a homotopy inverse of g satisfying g( Yk) C Mk. If Y2 has two cells {ei}l=, then we 
must alter f SO that the attaching maps of the two dimensional unstable manifolds to 
MI are homotopic to h’ composed with the attaching maps of the {e{}. Let &: 
St-, V, = JM, be an embedding homotopic in M, to h’oy;: .S’-+ M, where yi: Jei + Y, 
is the attaching map of ei. By a transversality argument we can do this in such a way 
that the images of the {4i} are disjoint and disjoint from all two dimensional unstable 
manifolds. We can use h’ to extend 4i to di: (ei, ~?ei)--+(M~, M,), in such a way that 
h/e:: (ei, aei>+(M:, M,) and di are homotopic as maps of pairs. Again by a 
transversality argument we can assume &(e:) is disjoint from all unstable manifolds 
of dimension 2 or less. 
We can now apply a trick from (8.1) of [IO]. We can translate the images of the 
4i’S along trajectories of X into V-, = aM2 to obtain &: ei + Vz. Approximating by an 
embedding which agrees with & on de: if necessary (dim VT 2 5), we can assume that 
the pi are disjoint embeddings. Since any two embeddings of e: in V? are isotopic we 
can add pairs of “cancelling” critical points, pi, 4i, of index 2 and 3 respectively in a 
collar neighborhood N of V:, in such a way that W”(p;) fl V: = &(de;) and the disk 
W”(pi) - M2 is isotopic rel W”(p;) fl Vz = &(Jei) to the disk &(ei). Adjusting the 
Morse function f we can assume f(pi) = 2 for all i and f(rj) = 2: for each of the 
original critical points of index two. Using tthe new f we let h& = f-‘([O, k + l/3]) as 
before and note that we can now extend h’l Y, to hi: Yz+MI U { W”(p,)} in such a way 
that h,(ei) C W”(pi) U M, since h’/Jei is homotopic to the embedding of S’ which 
forms W”(pi) fl V,. The map $1 = gohz: Y:-+ Yi is clearly a homotopy equivalence. 
Also by construction, hz: Y,+ A4 is homotopic to h’: Yz+ M as maps into M, SO hz 
extends to a homotopy equivalence, hz: Y + M. 
Moreover, it is now easy to see that H2(M, M2) = 0 and since V? and M - M? are 
simply connected one can use the techniques of §7 of [lo] (e.g., see 7.8) to cancel the 
critical points of index 2 in M - MZ against an equal number of critical points of index 
3. We now repeat the chain homotopy arguments done above using h? instead of h, 
but leaving it unchanged on YZ. Thus we alter h2 by a homotopy rel Y2 so that it is 
cellular, and alter f on M - MZ if necessary obtaining a new gradient-like vector field 
X’ and $,: Y -+ Y’ a cellular homotopy equivalence extending 4, on YZ such that 
$I*: Hk( Yk, yk-,I+ H,( y;, y;-,> 
carries a cellular basis to a cellular basis. 
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We now complete the proof by induction on the skeleta. Suppose we have 
constructed a Morse-Smale flow X,_, on M with associated CW complex Y’ and a 
cellular homotopy equivalence 
which restricts to a cell equivalence from Yk_i to Y;_i and satisfies I,!J~-,* = I,!Q*: H,( Yj, 
Yi_,)-+Hi(Y~, Yi_,) for all j. We begin the induction with X, = X’ and the I,!J, 
constructed above. 
We must construct X, and I+!+ with similar properties. Since Y is simply connected, 
for k > 2 we have Hk( Y,, Y,_,) = II,( Yk, Yk_,) and Hk( Y;, Y L-J = I’I,( Y ;, Y ;_,). Also 
since Go* = &,* preserves cellular bases, it follows that if a: (ek, de,)- (Yk, Yk_,) and 
p: (e;, Yk_,) and /3: (e;, de;) + (Y;, Y;_,) are the inclusions of corresponding cells 
then +k_,*: II,(Y,, Y,_,)+II,(Y;, Y;_,) satisfies I,&,*([cY]) = [PI so Gk_,oa. = /3 as a 
map of pairs. Thus if 5: &z, -+ Yk-, and 6: de;-* Y;_, are the attaching maps (i.e. 
restrictions of Q and p) we have ~,!+,odi = @ as maps to Y;_,. If k = 2 all of this also 
holds when we use the I,!I, and X’ above, because they were constructed to have these 
properties. 
However we must also have that &_,(Y(s) - int ek) C Y’(e;) - int e; and in fact 
that &_, is a homotopy equivalence of these subcomplexes. Since Gk-,: Y,_,+ Y;_, is a 
cell equivalence, it will suffice to show that a cell e in Y,_, satisfies e % ek if and only if 
the corresponding cell e’ in Y ;_, satisfies e’ 5 e’ k. In order to achieve this it may be 
necessary to alter X,_,. 
We must arrange that the unstable manifold of each rest point p corresponding to 
a k-cell 6% in Y intersects precisely the stable manifolds of points corresponding to 
cells e in Yk_, such that e % ek. This change in X,_, must be done without disturbing 
other rest points or any unstable manifolds of other rest points whose index is 5 k. 
When this has been done the new vector field can be called Xk and the new &, a map 
from Y to the new Y’, can be constructed so it extends $!$_.I on Y,_, (the new Y’ will 
have the same k - 1 skeleton as the old Y’). To show Ijlk: Y(ek)+ Y’(e;) is a homotopy 
equivalence one uses the homotopy long exact sequences of the pairs (Y(ek), 
Y(ek) - int ek) and (Y’(e;), Y’(e;) - int e;). 
Thus the proof will be complete when we show that the alteration in Xk-, 
described above can be achieved. There is no difficulty in creating new intersections 
between an unstable manifold W”(p) and the stable manifolds of points of lower 
index (except if k = 2 when it may be necessary to use an argument like that of (4.1) 
to construct an arc joining W”(p) and the desired stable manifold but missing other 
stable and unstable manifolds). Hence we consider the problem of removing the 
intersection of W”(p) and W’(q) if 4 corresponds to a cell ef of Y which is not in 
Y(ek). Using the induction hypothesis and applying (2.4) we can find a Lyapunov 
Morse function f, on IV-I agreeing with f on dM,_,, such that the value of f, on every 
rest point corr.esponding to a cell of Y(e,J is < 0 and the value of f, on every rest 
point corresponding to a cell not in Y(et) is > 0. We let N = f,-'([0, k - l/2]) and alter 
fl on N so it is self indexing. Suppose j0 is one less than the smallest index of a 
critical point of f, on N. We now will change X,-, on N to remove any intersection of 
W”(p) with stable manifolds of rest points in N. 
The alteration will take place in small product neighborhoods of V, = f,-‘(I + l/2), 
where 1 is an integer, j,, < I< k. Let N, = f,-'([0, I+ l/2]). 
Using (4.7) of [lo] we need only find an isotopy of V, for successively lower I, 
starting with ! = k - 1 and ending with I = j,,+ 1, such that the isotopy makes S”(p) = 
V, f~ W”(p) disjoint from all stable manifolds of dimension I and at the same time 
leaves fixed all unstable manifolds (except W’(p)) of dimension 5 k. 
We do this in two steps-lemmas (4.5) and (4.6) below-the first says we can find a 
homotopy of S”(p) in V, with the desired properties and the second says we can in 
fact find the desired ambient isotopy of V,. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose the hypothesis of (4.4) is satisfied and that ho: Sk-’ --+ V, = 
fl-‘(I + l/2) (where k > 1 > jo) is homotopic in N, to a map h,: Sk-‘-+ At-,, then there 
exists a homotopy H,: Sk + V such that Ho = ho and H,(9) is disjoint from Ws(pi) for 
all critical points of index 1. Moreover if ho is the inclusion of S”(p) = W’(p) n V 
where p has index k, then we can consfruct H, so that H(Sk-’ x I) is disjoint from all 
unstable manifolds of dimension Sk except W”(p). 
Proof. Let h: Sk-’ x I-+ NI be a homotopy of ho to h,. We alter h so that it is 
smooth and transverse to {Ws(pi)} for all critical points pi of index 1, so that 
h(Sk-’ x I) is disjoint from Cpi}, and so that h is transverse to { W”(qj)} for all critical 
points {qi} of index Sk. This last transversality is achieved inductively on the W”(qi) 
of increasing dimension, using the A lemma of [13] which implies that if h is 
transverse to all W”(q,) of dimension r then any failure of transversality for the 
W”(qi) of dimension r + 1 occurs in a compact region of the WY(qi). 
NOW let L = h-‘( U W’(pi)) and K = h-‘( U W”(gi)), then L is a sub-manifold of 
Sk-’ x I with boundary in Sk-’ x (0) and K is a finite union of injectiveIy immersed 
manifolds in Sk-’ x f. One calculates that dim L = k +(n - 1) - n = k - 1 and that the 
dimension of the manifolds in K is 5 k f k - n = 2k - n. Now there is a trivial isotopy 
llr(: L -+ Sk-’ x 1 such that t,!~~ is the inclusion of L and G,(L) c Sk-’ x [0, E) where E is 
chosen so that f,(h(SL-’ x [O,])) c [l+ l/4, I+ l/2]. We have that +0(L) n K = 0 
and checking the dimensions (dim L+ l)+dim K-dim (S’ X I) 5 
(k - If 1) + (2k - n) - k = 2k - If I - n < 0 (since by hypothesis 2k - I< n - 1) we see 
that by making I/J: L x I + Sk-’ x I transverse to K we can assume I/J,(L) rl K = 0 for 
all t E [0, 11. We now extend +!I to an ambient isotopy 4,: Sk-’ x I -+ Sk-’ x 1 in such a 
way that $,(x) = x for all x E K and all t E [0, 11. Finally let h: Sk-’ X [0, E] + N, be 
given by the composition 
s’-’ x [O, E] -s Sk-’ x IL N,. 
Then h/S’-’ x (0) = ho and h(Sk-’ X {E}) is disjoint from { W’(pi)} and h(S’-’ X [0, E]) is 
disjoint from { W”(qj)}. Thus we can translate points in h(S”-’ x [0, E]) backwards 
along trajectories of the flow to points in V to obtain a homotopy 
H:.S’-‘x[O, E]+ V 
with H(Sk-’ x {E}) disjoint from { W’(pi)} for all critical points of index k, and with 
H(Sk-’ x [0, E]) disjoint from K n V. 
The following lemma is a special case of results by Hatcher and Quinn ([6] (2.1) 
and (2.2)). 
LEMMA 4.6. With the hypothesis and notation of (4.4) and (4.5) there is an ambient 
isotopy of V, which leatjes fixed the intersection of V, with any unstable manifold of 
dimension 5 k except W”(p) and moues S”(p) = V, tl W”(p) so it is disjoint from the 
intersection of V, and any stable manifold of dimension 1. 
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The proof follows from (4.5) above together with (1.1) of [6] which show the 
existence of the desired ambient isotopy when the dimensions satisfy our hypothesis. 
It is necessary to use a relative version of the theorem of Hatcher and Quinn (see 
their remark (3) p. 333 of [6]) in order to guarantee that the isotopy is the identity on a 
neighborhood of the intersection of V, with unstable manifolds of dimension 5 k. 
$3. MORSE-SMALE FLOWS WITH CLOSED ORBITS 
To associate a CW complex to a Morse-Smale flow which possesses closed orbits 
we will use the fact that closed orbits can be replaced by a pair of critical points. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose X is a Morse-Smale vectorfield on an orientable manifold 
whose flow has a closed orbit y of index k in standard form. Then given a small 
neighborhood U of y, there exists a Morse-Smale vector field X’ which agrees with X 
outside U and in U has rest points p. q of index k and k + 1 but no other rest points or 
closed orbits. Also, q is a successor to p and their connecting manifold consists of two 
points framed with opposite orientations if the original closed orbit y was untwisted 
and otherwise framed with the same orientation. Moreover the unstable manifold for y 
will be equal to W”(p) U W“(q). 
Proof. Since y is in standard form, if it is untwisted there is a tubular neighbor- 
hood U of y with co-ordinates xl,. . , yk_1, yI, . . . , y,_k, and 0 E S’ such that 
a X=~+x,~+...+,~k~-y,~-...-y”_k_,--- 
I -1. I ayn-k-l. 
Now choose E > 0 such that if j(x,y)j < E. (x, y, 0) E U and choose a smooth real 
valued function p(t) such that p(t) E [0, I], p(t) = 0 for t > E and p(t) = 1 for t < E/I!. 
We define 
I X outside of U. 
It is clear that X’ has rest points p = (0, 0, 0) and q = (0, 0, TI) in U which are of 
index k + 1 and k respectively, and these are the only rest points in U. If f(x, y, 
0) = Cf=, x: - E;r:-’ y: + cos 0 then X’(f) % 0 on U with equality only at p and q, so 
there are no closed orbits in U (recall also that any orbit leaving U will never return 
since X’ = X outside U). The remaining properties follow easily. The result for a 
twisted closed orbit y (see (1.5)) is similar working in a double cover of a tubular 
neighborhood of y and using sin 28 in place of sin 8. 
Combining (5.1) with (2.2) and (2.3) we have also the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If X is a Morse-Smale vector field on a compact manifold M then 
there is a CW complex Y homotopy equivalent to M and unique up to cell equivalence 
associated to X. Corresponding to each rest point of X of index k there is a k-cell of Y 
and to each closed orbit of X of index k there are cells of Y of dimension k + 1 and k 
attached by a map of degree 0 or 2 depending on whether or not the orbit is twisted. 
As in 53 we can define the connecting manifold N between two successive basic 
sets (rest points or closed orbits) a and p; however there may or may not be a 
framing of N. Thus it may be more interesting to consider the connecting manifolds 
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for the flow X’ obtained in (5.1) replacing a closed orbit of X by a pair of critical 
points p, q. In this connection note that W”(p) with respect to the flow of X’ equals 
the strong unstable manifold W”(p) = {x(d(&(x), d,(p))+0 as t --* -JD} with respect 
to the flow 4, of X. 
It is also possible to reverse the change made in (5.1). 
Part (a) of the following proposition is due to D. Asimov ([ll and [21) and part (b) 
can be proved by techniques quite similar to his. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. (Asimov). Suppose X is (I Morse-Smale vector field with successive 
rest points p and q in standard form and of index k + 1 and k whose connecting 
manifold consists of two points. Then the vector field can be changed on any given 
neighborhood of the two trajectories from p to q in such a way as to eliminate the two 
critical points and replace them with 
(a) an untwisted closed orbit of index k if the two points of the connecting manifold 
are framed with the same orientation, or 
(b) a twisted closed orbit if the two points of the connecting manifold are framed 
with opposite orientation. 
Remarks. (1) In fact in [l] Asimov shows that if W”(p) rl W”(q) = 0 one can first 
alter the flow so that W”(p) fl W’(q) consists of two orbits flowing from p to q and 
the two points of what we call the connecting manifold (see (3.2)) are points of 
S”(p) tl S’(q) with opposite intersection numbers; i.e. they are framed as in (3.2) with 
opposite orientations. He then proves the conclusion of (a) above. 
(2) Using the techniques and ideas of (5.5) of [lo] one can give a proof of this 
result which is quite in the spirit of reversing the operation of our proposition (5.1). In 
particular, arguments like those of assertion 6 of 95 of [lo] can be used to alter the 
vector field on a neighborhood of the trajectories from p to q so that if the connecting 
manifold points are framed with opposite orientations the vector field has the form 
in co-ordinates (x, y, 19) on U. Then one can precisely reverse the change of (5.1). Case 
(b) can be handled similarly. 
Of course if the hypothesis of (4.4) is satisfied one can combine it with (5.3) to 
prove the existence of various Morse-Smale flows with rest points and closed orbits 
whose associated CW complex is Y. 
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